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Instructionally Related Activities Report Form
Proposal # 1119



SPONSOR: DAN REINEMAN
PROGRAM/DEPARTMENT: ESRM	
ACTIVITY TITLE: ESRM 351 FIELD METHODS ON SANTA ROSA ISLAND
DATE (S) OF ACTIVITY: MARCH 17-22, 2019

Please submit via email to the IRA Coordinator along with any supporting documentation at david.daniels@csuci.edu within 30 days after the activity.
Thank you for your commitment to engaging our students!


A. ADDRESS THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS:

(1) PROVIDE A DESCRIPTION OF THE ACTIVITY

This activity will serve as a field trip to practice basic real-world field methods for monitoring and assessment of social-ecological systems. Santa Rosa Island is the perfect “laboratory” for exposing students to a suite of tools and techniques that can be deployed in a variety of terrestrial and marine habitats on the island to formulate and test hypotheses about the island’s many natural systems and ecosystem management history. Students in ESRM 351: Field Methods Monitoring and Assessment will spend a week weekend (6 nights) on Santa Rosa Island during the Spring Semester of the 2018-2019 academic year. Students will implement first-hand the various techniques we discuss and practice on campus, including tools for geological, ecological, biological, and human-uses monitoring and analyses. This trip will provide the opportunity for students to collect real-world data, and take that data through the manipulation, analysis, interpretation, display, and ultimately communication stages once we are back in the classroom. Students will be given the opportunity to understand and experience important lessons in field data collection, management, and analyses. This project will expand in the future as subsequent classes visit the island and contribute additional data to course datasets, thereby providing opportunities to observe longitudinal changes to the island each semester. Ultimately, with Field Methods students gathering data each year, we will acquire an impressive set of data that are important or useful to the National Park Service, CSUCI scholarship, and students as they begin thinking about capstone projects.

(2) HOW DID THE ACTIVITY RELATE TO A COURSE(S) AND/OR LEARNING OBJECTIVES?

The Learning Outcomes for ESRM 351 include, among others: 
•	Examination of a wide range of field assessment methods useful for a variety of environmental characterization efforts;
•	Practical skill development, with students collecting field data and conducting subsequent analyses and assessment based on those data.
Practical field skills include, among others, planning (logistically and scientifically) field-based research trips, such as the trip to Santa Rosa Island. Thus, by participating in planning for the trip (e.g., food, equipment, data-needs, etc), the trip itself serves as a meta-level exercise in the students’ field methods education.

(3) WHAT DO YOU SEE AS THE STRENGTHS OF THE ACTIVITY?

Having the students plan for and work in situ on Santa Rosa Island is always incredibly valuable. In this particular case, the extended (6 day) stay enabled students to “dig in” and explore the island in a way that the typical 2 day stay does not: we could hike further, explore deeper, and focus longer on our activities. Additionally, it was a valuable opportunity for Russell Bradley (SRIRS Station Director) and I to pilot a longer form island deployment We have grown this trial effort into a summer field school being offered on SRI for the first time in Summer 2020 (funded separately).

An additional significant strength of the activity is that it provides a long-form field experience to ESRM students that is fully IRA supported. By contrast, other field experiences (whether abroad or 391/2 opportunities like New Orleands (Anderson) or Costa Rica (Rodriguez) still require students to foot a significant portion of the cost and this simply is not possible for all students. Providing this “free” (i.e., at no cost but time) option on SRI is incredibly important for providing equitable opportunities for all our students.

(4) WHAT WOULD YOU SAY ARE/WERE THE ACTIVITY’S WEAKNESSES?

Unfortunately, only 9 of the 20 students involved in the course were able to participate. Committing to 6 days on Santa Rosa Island is a challenge for students who often work or have family commitments outside of school that cannot be tabled for a 6 day trip to SRI, even if that trip is scheduled over spring break.

(5) HOW WOULD YOU IMPROVE THIS ACTIVITY FOR NEXT TIME?

Be more clear about ESRM programmatic advertising and messaging of the expectation of the spring break island trip commitment.

(6) WHAT DID YOU LEARN FROM THE PROCESS?

TONS. Great portions of the initial plan for teaching content on-island had to be adjusted on the fly. I took extensive notes about which activities were successful and which could be improved (or dispensed with) on future visits.

(7) WHAT ARE STUDENT RESPONSES TO THE ACTIVITY? ATTACH STUDENT EVALUATIONS OR ASSESSMENTS (IN ACCORDANCE WITH FERPA RESTRICTIONS YOU MUST REMOVE ALL PERSONALLY IDENTIFIABLE STUDENT INFORMATION)  

Student comments from my end-of-term survey include:
· It was nice that it was during spring break.
· It was great
· It was awesome, I wish we could have gone farther on the island.
· The six day long Santa Rosa trip was fun. Spending times outdoors learning always helps me take away more information
· I only wish we could have had wifi for research purposes.
· The trip could have a two to three day hike added to it which would cause a camping component. A little more down time – I know we were there to learn but balance is needed in the field and down time could be factored in.

(8) GIVE A SUMMARY OF EXPENSES FOR THE ACTIVITY.

The majority of expenses for SRI trips are transport, food, and lodging. However, because I budget for 20 students but only 9 could participate (with one last minute cancellation), much of the travel budge was not utilized.



B. ATTENDEE LIST- SUPPORTING DOCUMENT:

In addition to the report form, in a separate document, attach to your email a list of attendees complete with each student major and grade level. This for IRA Committee reference only and will not be published on the IRA website.  Include your name and the title of your IRA activity on the document.

It is unclear to me (FERPA) whether I can include enrolled student data. Here are the hometowns, majors, and years of the students who participated:
	Your hometown?
	Your major(s):
	Your year at CI:

	Highland Park
	ESRM
	Other?

	Valencia
	ESRM
	Senior

	Las Vegas NV
	ESRM
	Junior

	Santa Clarita
	ESRM
	Senior

	Culver City
	ESRM
	Senior

	Oxnard
	ESRM: Resource Management emphasis
	Senior

	La habra
	ESRM
	Senior

	Gladewater Texas
	Esrm
	Senior

	West Hills 
	ESRM
	Senior





C.IMAGES FROM ACTIVITY:

Finally, attach to your email up to 6 images demonstrating student participation (under 2 MB total) with captions/titles. Please attach these photos in .JPEG format directly to email. Thank you!

There are hundreds of images. Rather than attach 6, please see this album for the highlights:
[bookmark: _GoBack]https://photos.app.goo.gl/U1Mu8UosVkeSvbdM8
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